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Each time after Norli’s discharge from Girl’s Home, prison and the Drug Rehabilitation Centre
(DRC) since she was 14 years old, Norli would always have the intention to change her life for
the better.

However, no matter how strong her will and effort was to achieve this goal, she found herself
stuck in the vicious cycle of getting caught by authorities once more.

At 35 years old, Norli was sentenced to six years in prison due to repetitive drug abuse counts.

As she was serving her final sentence in prison, Norli saw her youngest child in a coma due to a
high fever.

“I did not know what to think or what I had to do. When I saw my child in the hospital, it was
extremely disheartening, with wires surrounding him and tubes inserted into his mouth to aid his
breathing,” said the mother of seven.

“I still remember the 10 minutes that I was there speaking to him but he could not respond to
me. The doctor even mentioned that he might not recover to a normal, healthy state, and even if
he did recover, that he would have health issues in the future.”

After Norli characterized this as the most painful moment in her life, she vowed to never be
separated from her children ever again.

With regret from the mistakes in her past, Norli was introduced to Beautiful People, a volunteer
movement that builds life-long relationships, empowering the community they serve to achieve
their dreams.

Norli joined Beautiful People’s Free for Good programme during her 6-month pre-release
programme. Norli is incredibly grateful that she had access to the support and guidance from
Big Sisters of the Free for Good programme.

“They (Big Sisters) provided a safe space for me to share my concerns and problems that I was
experiencing. They are always there for me whenever I need help, be it physically or a listening
ear. They have also helped me by sharing resources on job opportunities or help with regards to
supporting my family.”



Through the Free for Good programme, Norli has become an individual who is more confident
and eventually became a motivational speaker and author.
Her full life story is captured in her book, “From Stereotypes to Archetypes’ that is published by
Architects of Life, a ground-up social initiative that works closely with youths, ex-convicts and
their families.

Norli has also just completed writing her new book, ‘Glimpse of Hope’, where Norli shares her
journey from her childhood days up until she became a mother.

In addition, Norli has given motivational speeches through Women of Courage Asia, Genius
Central Singapore as well as with Central Narcotics Bureau (CNB) in a drug prevention
programme.

Currently, Norli is working as a full time lab assistant, and spends most of her time with her
children at home.

“After my discharge from prison, I did not manage to see my children grow up. This is the time
for me to spend time with my children, to replace the time lost in the past.”

Photo Caption: Norli currently gives motivational speeches in a drug prevention programme as
well as participates in Free for Good.
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